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PODCAST 

Deep dive on Pentek acquisition by
Mercury Systems and radar/EW
market trends
 

This spring Mercury Systems
acquired Pentek, a designer of
FPGA single-board computers,
data-acquisition boards, recording

systems, and other products for radar, signals
intelligence (SIGINT), and electronic warfare (EW)
applications. In this podcast, Neal Austin, Vice
President and General Manager of the Mixed Signal
Business Unit within Mercury Systems and Rodger
Hosking, co-founder and VP of Pentek Systems deep
dive into the acquisition, where Pentek will fit within
Mercury, and how the acquisition impacts the Mercury
efforts within the Sensor Open Systems Architecture
(SOSA) Consortium.

Read More +

 

 

TOP STORY 

Machine learning-powered missile
warning system in development for
U.S. Army
 

BAE Systems has received a $62
million contract from the U.S.
Army to deliver the next-
generation 2-Color Advanced

Warning System (2CAWS). The system is designed to
provide aircrews with advanced threat detection
capabilities, improving survivability and mission
effectiveness in contested environments.

Read More +

 

 

TOP STORY 

Open architecture vehicle concept
selected for Army program
 

The U.S. Army has awarded
American Rheinmetall Vehicles a
developmental contract for the
Phase 2 Digital Design of the

Optionally Manned Fighting Vehicle (OMFV) program.

Read More +

 

 

SPECIAL REPORT 

Leveraging small sats for defense: A
matter of commoditization
 

Space exploration, observation,
and communication systems are
entering a renaissance. The
advent of launch juggernauts like

SpaceX, OneWeb, and even the U.S. Space Force are
systematically redefining the way that technology is
developed and acquired for use beyond the Earth’s
atmosphere. Small satellites (small sats) will be among
the many platforms that will continue to be affected by
recent pushes for modernization.

Read More +

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

New RFSoC Gen 3 PCIe Board Offers RF Flexibility
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MARKET RESEARCH 

Sensors for military use to grow
5.9% annually to 2026, study says
 

The military sensors market,
esimated to be $9.9 billion in
2021, is expected to reach $13.2
billion by 2026, a combined annual

growth rate (CAGR) of 5.9% during the study period,
according to a new market study from
MarketsandMarkets, "Military Sensors Market - Global
Forecast to 2026."

Read More +

 

 

TOP STORY

Nonkinetic effector from Raytheon
successfully defeats UAS swarm
during U.S. Army test 
 

During a U.S. Army test, the
Raytheon Missiles & Defense
reusable Coyote Block 3
nonkinetic effector successfully

defeated a swarm of unmanned aerial systems (UASs),
according to a report from Raytheon.

Read More +

 

 

TOP STORY

JUMP 20 medium UAS to
supplement Special Ops ISR
services
 

AeroVironment, Inc. has
announced it won a competitive
task order valued at approximately
$22 million from the U.S. Special

Operations Command (USSOCOM) for intelligence,
surveillance, and reconaissance (ISR) services using
JUMP 20 medium unmanned aircraft systems
(MEUAS) at an undisclosed customer location.

Read More +

 

 

TOP STORY

TORCH-X based battle management
system tested for interoperability
 

Elbit Systems U.K. concluded a
participation in NATO’s Coalition
Warrior Interoperability Exercise
2021 (CWIX 2021), deploying its

TORCH-X based Battle Management Application
system (BMA) to support U.K. Higher Headquarters
preparedness activities for Five Eyes and NATO
operations.

Read More +

 

 MIL TECH TRENDS

Enabling AI at the tactical edge
 

Artificial intelligence (AI) qualifies
as a once-in-a-generation
technology because it transforms
so many aspects of warfighting,

from speeding analysis of data from the Internet of
battlefield things (IoBT) for more informed decision-
making, to transforming weapons systems, soldier
training, health monitoring, robotics, and unmanned
systems. However, identifying battlefield AI use cases

The Quartz® Model 7053 is a high-performance 8-Channel A/D & D/A PCIe board based on the
Xil inx® Zynq® UltraScale+™ RFSoC. The Model 7053 supports direct RF sampling using 5

GS/sec 14-bit ADCs and eight 10 GS/sec 14-bit DACs, both supporting analog signals up to 6
GHz. Each data converter has built- in digital downconverters or upconverters with programmable

decimation and interpolation up to 40x and independent tuning for increased RF flexibil i ty and
frequency planning. The Model 7053 is ideal for 5G and LTE wireless, SIGINT, EW,

communications and radar applications. 
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is far easier than developing the embedded hardware
and software required to enable AI at the tactical edge.
Read More +
 

 

TOP STORY

Hypersonic missile defense goal of
recent MDA CubeSat deployment
 

The Missile Defense Agency
(MDA) deployed two tiny satellites
to space June 30 that officials
claim has begun communicating

with ground stations. This is intended to be the first
step on the way to an experiment that will eventually
see them communicate with each other.

Read More +

 

 

TOP STORY

BAE Systems missile seekers
chosen by Lockheed Martin to equip
next-gen antiship systems
 

BAE Systems has won a $117
million contract with Lockheed
Martin to produce next-generation
missile seekers for the Long

Range Anti-Ship Missile (LRASM). The BAE Systems
seeker technology enables LRASM to detect and
engage specific maritime targets in contested
environments while depending less on traditional
navigation systems.

Read More +

 

 

TOP STORY

F-35 Lightning II contract:
Switzerland intends to purchase 36
fighter jets from Lockheed Martin
 

Lockheed Martin announced that
Switzerland's Federal Council
signed a contract to buy 36 F-35A
advanced fighter jets, at a cost of

$5.5 billion.

Read More +

 

 

TOP STORY

Small Form Factor software-defined
radio contract won by Cubic
 

Cubic Corporation announced its
Cubic Mission and Performance
Solutions (CMPS) business
division won the Small Form

Factor (SFF) Radio Phase 2 task order worth over $10
million under the U.S. Air Force (USAF) Data Links
Enterprise (DLE) indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity
(ID/IQ) contract.

Read More +

 

 

TOP STORY

Hypersonic Center of Excellence in
development with NGC
 

Northrop Grumman Corporation
announced the emergence of a
Hypersonics Center of Excellence
to support the U.S. military and its

allies in the fight against evolving threats.
Read More +
 

 GUEST BLOG

Optimizing AI-transportable compute

 TOP STORY 

Weapons of mass destruction
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architectures
 

Artificial intelligence (AI) in the
military electronics industry is
growing at a surreal rate. Recent
innovations in various fields have

coincided to bring the most powerful advancements in
computing, sensor technology, and software to
mission-critical scenarios. Just as processors continue
to outpace Moore’s law in terms of raw compute power,
new sensor and networking interfaces bring larger and
larger data sets in need of computing. These new
technologies provide a key opportunity to bring the
power of commercial and scientific AI advancements to
military-transportable installations.

Read More +

 

deterrence goal of CACI analytics
contract
 

CACI International Inc has wom
the Defense Threat Reduction
Agency’s (DTRA) Decisive Action
Task order, a single-award task

order worth approximately $1.4 billion to continue
providing DTRA with mission expertise in support of
countering and deterring weapons of mass destruction
(WMD), and threat networks.

Read More +

 

 

MIL TECH TRENDS

The future of human-AI systems is
already here – it’s just not evenly
architected
 

“Network-centric warfare,”
“network of networks,” “system of
systems,” “combat cloud,” “kill
web”: This idea of an

interconnected ecosystem seems as ubiquitous as it is
challenging to implement, deploy, and leverage
harmoniously at strategic levels in the military. With
recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) to factor in,
the advent of what is now commonly referred to as the
kill web relies on solving the challenges that come with
the design of an architecture that allows human users
and AI to safely coexist in that system of systems.

Read More +

 

 

TOP STORY 

Hypersonic capabilities to be
supported under new technical
collaboration
 

Spirit AeroSystems, Inc. and Fiber
Materials, Inc., subsidiaries of
Spirit AeroSystems Holdings, Inc.,
and Albany Engineered

Composites, a subsidiary of Albany International Corp.,
have formally entered a technical collaboration
agreement to deliver a suite of differentiated technical
and industrialized solutions to support hypersonic
program developments.

Read More +

 

 

TOP STORY

Radar jammer from Raytheon gets
$171.6 million contract nod from
U.S. Navy
 

Raytheon Intelligence & Space
has won a $171.6 million contract
to begin Low- Rate Initial
Production for its Next Generation

Jammer Mid-Band (NGJ-MB) program, an advanced
electronic attack system that is intended to give military
pilots the ability to deny, disrupt, and degrade hostile
technology, including communications tools and air-
defense systems.
Read More +
 

 

TOP STORY

Intelligent event-based sensors in
development with DARPA research
teams
 

The Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA)
announced that three teams of
researchers led by Raytheon, BAE

Systems, and Northrop Grumman have been selected
to develop event-based infrared (IR) camera
technologies under the Fast Event-based
Neuromorphic Camera and Electronics (FENCE)
program.
Read More +
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Hardware-based Anti-tamper
Security
 

For the highest level of anti-
tamper protection, the Rambus
Root of Trust (RT-600 series) is at

the forefront of a new category of programmable
hardware-based security cores. Siloed from the primary
processor, it is designed to securely run sensitive code,
processes and algorithms.
Read More +
 

Modular embedded technologies for
cognitive RF and EW systems
 

Whether it is something as trivial
as a business traveler trying to
find Wi-Fi at an airport without

falling victim to a spoof network, or something as
important as a warfighter trying to send positional data
in a jammed environment, taking or retaining control of
the electromagnetic spectrum in hostile terrain is
becoming increasingly important.
Read More +
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